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I LOVE EVERYTHING AROUND ME

by: Diego Rivera González
I love my family because they teach me values!
I love my pets because they teach me kindness!
I love my friends because they teach me friendship!
I love my school because they teach me to be a good student!
Once upon a time there was a little girl who stole and lied. She loved stealing pens. She always said that she didn’t do anything wrong.

Everything that she said was a lie.
Where she went she said a lie even at school, her house and the street.
It was weird because nobody noticed, but one day...
The teacher lost her pen.
They knew that she loved pens and lies.
Then the teacher went to the girl and asked:
“Did you take my pen?”, the teacher said.
She was crying and said: “No... teacher I said the truth”.
Everybody in the classroom was laughing.
“She said a lie”, said a classmate.
Nobody believed her.
At the end of the class, everybody realized that she had not been “The bad girl” as everyone called her, because they found the pen in the teacher’s bag. The teacher was really surprised. The girl never took the teacher’s bag.
“Honey I’m so ashamed. It was not my intention. Please forgive me”.
“Don’t worry teacher. It is my fault too. If I hadn’t done anything bad in the past, this would have never happened”, the girl said.
The girl learned not to say lies and the teacher learned not to blame others before investigating.

THE END
“WHAT WAS THAT NOISE?”

by: Dalhí Charles Castillo
There was a boy called Jonathan. He was a very naughty kid. Every night he used to take a shower and put on his favorite pajama. (It had a ghost design). One day, something different happened. He was ready to go to his bed, when he heard a strange noise coming from the kitchen.

He said, “It must be Moustache, that fat cat. He likes to catch mice hmmm... I’m going to sleep”. A few minutes later, he heard the noise again. He got angry. He said, “I’m going to calm that cat down. Grrr....Moustache!!!”
Jonathan went downstairs. Suddenly, he saw a shadow that made him remember a prank. A few days ago, he had thrown some honey and confetti on his sister Lessly. Jonathan remembered, “It was so funny”. He laughed.

He took a flashlight. It was on the table next to the kitchen door. He asked, “Who’s there?” nobody answered him so he went to sleep.
The next day was a normal day for Jonathan. He got late to school, he didn’t pass the test, he pushed a classmate, and he laughed at his teacher Elizabeth. Teacher Elizabeth told him, “Jonathan, I’m so sorry but you have to go to the principal’s office”. When Jonathan arrived to the office, the principal said, “Please, take a seat. Jonathan, you have a bad behavior. You don’t have any friends. you should change your attitude”.
In the afternoon, Jonathan came back to his house. He was watching T.V. in the living room. Then he heard the same noise, but now at the swimming pool. He walked out. He saw the shadow and it reminded him of another prank. Last summer, he had pushed his mother into the water. Jonathan thought, “I don’t feel good. I was very bad with my mom. I’ll apologize to her”.
Jonathan went to his parent’s bedroom and he asked: “Where is mom?” His father answered: “Who? What are you talking about? You don’t have a mother”. A few seconds later, he noticed something weird. His father didn’t pay attention to him. It was like if Jonathan didn’t exist. During the next days, Jonathan felt sad, worried and scared. Every time he heard the noise it reminded him of a prank he had done. He said, “What did I do? I’m wrong. I have to change it”.
One evening, Jonathan was sitting on a bench in front of his house. He was very sad. Suddenly, he saw his family, he couldn’t believe it. He screamed, “I love you so much mom!!! I missed you!!!”

His mom said, “I love you too. I have to tell you something. Every noise you heard was made by us. We were worried about you so we decided to give you a lesson”. His father said, “Sweetheart, you are a very important person for us”. Jonathan cried with happiness. He promised to be a better son, friend, and person from there on.
PILLIE, THE COW

by: Perla Yuseli De la Cruz Mar
Once upon a time, in a small town called “Small town”, there was a big farm with green trees and colored flowers. This farm had animals such as rabbits, horses, dogs, and cows. The horses ran in the farm, the frogs were happy jumping. This was a beautiful farm.
One day the cows were in the farm and they laughed at a special cow. The cow was fat with beautiful eyes and it had a big problem. The cow couldn´t give milk.
Pepe, the farmer, was sad because Pillie the cow, couldn´t give milk.
Suddenly in the farm, Jelacio the donkey saw Pillie crying and he told her how the animals laughed at him. They said, “You’re a donkey”. Everyday Jelacio was sad.
Everyday he had to carry logs while the other animals were sleeping. During one of his trips he found Patricio the owl, who taught him to see the world in a different way. He was no longer the donkey who carried logs. He was now a donkey who worked hard and knew a lot of beautiful places.
In that moment the cow understood that she could not be sad anymore. She should put all her effort to give milk. The next morning Pillie went very happy to Jelacio to tell him that she could finally give milk.

THE END
A long time ago some place in Mexico a girl was born. This girl grew over the years in a very happy and lovely family. When she was three years old, she asked her family to plant a tree. She was very interested in nature.
Hey there! This place was a bit dirty, so it’s important to keep our spaces clean. It’s also important to separate garbage and classify it in different groups, such as glass, metal, paper and plastic. So remember stay clean and take care of nature. Do you know what I’m talking about?
The time passed and the girl was so in love with her tree, she used to water her tree everyday and give it special care.
The tree started to grow thanks to the girl who had the values of love and responsibility. Years later the tree was enormous and gave a big shade to the garden of her home.
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

by: Jaidee Medina Caballero
Hi! My name is Jade. Today we’re going to talk about taking care of our natural environment. First, I would like for you to meet an element of nature that may be spooky at times but at the same time it is a natural resource for energy. Do you know what I’m talking about?
Hey there! This place was a bit dirty, so it’s important to keep our spaces clean. It’s also important to separate garbage and classify it in different groups, such as glass, metal, paper and plastic. So remember stay clean and take care of nature. Do you know what I’m talking about?
What a beautiful view! Do you agree? I know you do! It’s important that we take care of them because they’re part of our life cycle. We wouldn’t be able to exist if it weren’t for our plants, trees, mountains, water, air and sun. I’m pretty sure you know what I’m talking about!
“Quack, quack!”, “Chirp, chirp!”... These amazing creations of life are so adorable! It’s important we take care of all our living creatures: Ducks, birds, bears... I want to take them all to my home! Let’s protect them so we can continue admiring them for many years! Who am I talking about?
This is the main reason for taking care of our environment: our planet Earth, our home. “Thank you Jade for helping me make others understand the importance of keeping me clean and safe!” “You’re welcome Earth”. I hope you’ll join me in preserving our home and tell your friends to do the same. See you soon!

THE END
The Super Anti-Contamination Heroes

by: Jaime Adalai Silva Gabriel
Once upon a time there was a planet called ECO32. Super Ecologist and Monster Eco lived there. They are the “Super Anti-Contamination Heroes”. Their mission is to visit the Earth and advise the children about the importance of not throwing trash because it contaminates the Earth.
Gael is a 10 year old boy. He always throws trash in the street. He never respects the signs that say that throwing trash is bad and it contaminates the environment.
One day Gael arrived to his house after classes and he saw a letter from Monster ECO and Super Ecologist that said “Throwing trash in the streets is bad, it contaminates a lot”. Gael did not believe this. He tore the letter and went outside of his house and threw the letter into the air.
Suddenly, Monster ECO and Super Ecologist appeared in his way. They told Gael to pick up the letter, paste it and save it. But Gael didn’t do it.
They explained to Gael that if we throw the trash in the correct place we can live better and will have more trees. And if we have more trees, we will have cleaner air and we will live in a better world. Gael liked the idea and he apologized for what he did. Since that day he didn’t contaminate throwing trash. This was another accomplished mission from the planet ECO32!
THE SPIDER AND THE FIREFLY

by: Nery Henry Arredondo Moreno
Once upon a time there was a friendly spider that lived happily in the country. His name was Speedy.
Speedy had two friends, Star the firefly and Lucy the ladybug. They always had fun every day.
One day, while they were playing, a bad bird appeared that wanted to eat Star the firefly.
Immediately the spider threw his net and entangled his friend.
Lucy the ladybug was surprised because she thought that Speedy wanted to eat to her friend. The bird flew away and Speedy untangled his friend Star.
Lucy felt sorry for thinking bad about Speedy. She never doubted anymore about their friendship. She learned that a true friend helps and protects in the hard times.
Once upon a time, a boy named Juan wanted a pet for Christmas. The next morning he got up and under the stairs he saw a cute little puppy and called her “Cherry”.
They became great friends.
They were always together.
They played for a long time until Juan grew up.
Juan was always rehearsing with his friends for a rock band contest. Cherry was sad because she felt lonely and forgotten.
One day Juan’s parents decided to give Cherry away since he was not paying any attention to her. This day Juan came from school and realized that Cherry was already gone.
Juan was sad for a long time. He grew up and went to the university and studied to be a veterinarian. One day he went to an animal refuge and saw an old and dirty dog. Juan recognized Cherry and she took her to his house. Now they are living together forever.
THE PRINCESS AND THE PRINCE

by: Marely Álvarez Fuentes
Once upon a time in a very far, far place there was a witch that always wished to be a princess, to fall in love with a prince and live happily ever after. One day the princess and the prince were spending time together, when the witch arrived and cast a spell on them. The princess now looked like a green snake and the prince like a blue fish. The witch didn’t want them happy together.
A few days after, while the bunnies were celebrating, the princess arrived trying to find a cure for the spell. But rabbits sent them with the turtles.
Days after, while the turtles were celebrating, the princess and the prince arrived asking for the cure. The turtles couldn’t help them, but asked the princess and the prince to dance and be happy!
All the animals danced and had fun! Suddenly the spell stopped working because they were happy. They were supposed to be sad so the spell could work!

THE END
COLORI

by: Manuel David Rodríguez Soto
This is Colori, a small red toy, not blue or green. Colori has many colors. My dad gave it to me, I think he bought it in another planet.
When I don’t say the truth, Colori becomes red. If I’m upset with my sister, Colori changes color to blue until I get along with her.
Colori becomes yellow when I feel sad when I can’t find my other toys. It’s yellow color makes me smile.
I have a fun time with its colors. They remind me to behave. Colori is great!